Successfully teaching students to “think like scientists” means teaching them new critical reading skills and providing them with opportunities to practice with peers.

Michael Koelle, Associate Professor of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry (pictured right), designs his curriculum for undergraduate science majors to teach students to “think like scientists.” Koelle develops his students’ ability to read and analyze scientific papers in Biology 101: Biochemistry and Biophysics, by carefully reducing his own analysis of the work each week to increase the students’ independence.

Koelle and his colleagues want their students to shift from consuming existing scientific knowledge toward creating new scientific knowledge. By exposing the structure, logic, and vocabulary of important scientific papers, and by modeling conversations of working scientists, students eventually learn that practicing scientists do not have clear answers to problems, but work together to interpret, test, and question data. As the semester progresses, students use newly found skills to analyze important scientific papers in discussion sections, with each participant contributing their own questions, analysis, and criticisms to the discussion.

“In my course, students start this journey by beginning with the basics: how is a scientific paper organized? What are the various sections, and what is the purpose of each? How do scientists write a paper? How does a scientific journal work? What is peer review? How do scientists read and critique a research paper?,” said Koelle. Typically, a paper will involve many technical terms that students do not recognize and involve a number of very complex laboratory methods. Koelle annotates the first few papers for his students with footnotes for difficult terms and detailed notes.

“We take well-established scientific findings that the students are familiar with and we have them read and analyze important research papers that established those findings in the first place,” said Koelle. “Students reading such a paper for the first time are often surprised to find that it...
Research exploring critical reading skills of scientific literature:

Researchers Hoskins, Lopatto, and Stevens report the results of using the C.R.E.A.T.E. method to assess students' abilities to read, analyze, and explain scientific research articles. Using a specific survey pre- and post-course, they found significant changes in students' confidence in their ability to read and analyze primary literature, self-assessed understanding of the nature of science, and philosophical beliefs within a single semester's time. The researchers conclude that students who become scientifically literate early in their college years are more likely to persist in science majors and careers.

Access the article online: http://www.lifescied.org/content/10/4/368.full
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